A CHILLED WEEKEND IN THE SOUTH DOWNS
Friday July 26th - Sunday July 28th 2019

PROGRAMME
A fundraiser for

social network

Pete Lawrence welcomes you to the glorious Sussex countryside

Welcome to this intimate, largely music-based mini-festival in the South Downs, modelled on the original Big Chill. All proﬁts
will go towards Campﬁre Convention, a new social network, which is the latest project I have been working on for the last
few years. The weekend is in some senses a Big Chill reunion in the original early spirit before commercial forces took over.
But we are also looking to new beginnings.
The idea for this event came out of a chance remark from Norman Jay MBE over lunch in London when we were reminiscing
about Good Times, The Big Chill and looking forward too. We talked about Norman’s plans - he's writing a book - and he
talked about how he could support the emerging Campﬁre Convention community.
He then turned to me and casually remarked "Have you considered doing a little Big Chill reunion as a fundraiser for
Campﬁre?”

To be honest, it wasn't something I had given any thought to prior to that point. But on my drive down to Brighton that
afternoon, the idea was circulating around my head and I spoke to a few more people about it, when I got to the coast.
By lunchtime the next day, we had been oﬀered a site in the South Downs (special thanks to Steve Hoare) and within a
couple of weeks, a small team emerged who were up for organising the event. We had a plan.
So I started emailing a few friends about the possibility of doing a new, one-oﬀ Big Chill-style event and was pleasantly
surprised by the response. It wasn't long before a line-up of 'old favourites' began to take shape.
The result is this - a cosy, intimate, homespun, spontaneous celebration of life, a respect to the original spirit of The Big
Chill and hopefully a glimpse into future possibilities for diﬀerent styles of events.
The Big Chill is still loved by many and while it’s great to gather in a ﬁeld and recreate some of the original vibe of the
early event - before commercial constraints became the driving force. We have an eye on the future and we are moving
forward with a variety of Campﬁre events (see August Campout details in the programme). It makes sense to connect
up these two forces, which have been so central to my life over the last 20 years or more.
Have great weekend and let’s create sparks!
Pete x

The Big Chill festival was launched in 1994 by Pete Lawrence and Katrina Larkin and was originally brought to life in the
form of one-night parties at the Union Chapel in Islington.
During the height of the festival’s popularity, it went on to tour around the world, staging events in Europe, Japan and
Goa. Now Pete Lawrence is returning with The Little Chill to bring together support and awareness in his launch of
Campﬁre Convention – a new form of social media that empowers people on and oﬄine to connect, build community
and catalyse social change.
Encouraged by The Big Chill’s success in building a 40,000 capacity event around a thriving online community united in
a common interest, Pete was inspired to explore how communities and social networking can make a diﬀerence. His
vision for Campﬁre Convention takes this concept of community a stage further and connects into the growing ecoconsciousness and a movement towards member-led co-operative projects.

Norman Jay: “Campﬁre is all about a modern, more ethical, green way of communicating. The good thing
about this enterprise is that it’s a proﬁt sharing one, rewarding the original contributors and great creators
who’ve already given their time for free because they believe in this project, so literally everyone’s a winner.”
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DJ Space
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Arrival on site from noon. Bars open from noon, snacks available and hot food available from 6pm.
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Dimitrios Kraniotis
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TBC

DJ Steve
18:00 -19:30

Tru Thoughts: Paul Jonas + J-Felix

Matt Nearest Faraway Place

From cradle to grave, and back again rebooting civilisation through culture
16:00 - 18 :00

17:30 -19:00

alucidnation

19:00 -21:00

Yoga Nidra with Louise Wallis
18:30 - 20:00

DJ Yam

21:00 - 22:30

21:30 -22:15

Neil Cowley
22.45 - 23:45

17
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19:40 - 21:00

Alice Russell

16

Pressure Drop
22:30-23:55

Gong Fu Tea Ceremony with EMMA GOMEZ 7pm - 10pm Friday and Saturday in the Healing Area
£5 per person up to 6 people come and join in and experience the ﬁnest organic Artisan oolong teas.
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Timetable Saturday

All times
subject to
change

Open Air Stage

DJ Space

Campﬁre Space
Emmaline Yoga

08

08:00 - 09 00

09

11:00 - 11:45

12

alucidnation
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09:00 - 10:00

Economy for the Common Good

Toby Marks and Andrew Heath

11

14

Meditation and Mantra workshop : Self Care

09:30 - 11:00

10

13

Alison David

Jacqamoré

12:00-13:15

Pan Electric
13:30 - 14:15

Matt Black
14:20 - 15:45

People and planet flourishing together
11:00 - 12:30

16:30 - 17:15

Bob Holroyd

Indra Adnan

13:30 - 15:00

The Human Revolution

Chewy Beatwell

11

Steve Cobby
17:30 - 19:00
19:00 - 19:40

DJ Spikey

14

14:00 - 15:30

15

Panel Session

16

Mary Valiakas, Pete Lawrence, Indra
Adnan, Economy for Common Good
16:00 - 18:00

Nettie

Joseph Hyde
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13

16:30 - 18:00

19
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12

DJ Ayvin
12:00 - 13:30

15:00 - 16:30

Laura B

08

Yoga with Maren Weege

18:00 - 19:30
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20:00 - 20:50

The Egg

19:40 - 21:00
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21

Tom Middleton

Nico De Transilvania
21:00 - 22:30
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21:05 - 22:30

Holotronica
23;00 - 23:55

Ben Osborne : Noise of Art
22:30 - 23:55
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Timetable Sunday

All times
subject to
change

Open Air Stage

DJ Space

08

Yoga with Maren Weege

08:30 - 10:00
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Pete Lawrence
10:00 - 11:15

Benita Matofska

Newanderthal

Generation Share - The humans saving the
planet
10:30 - 12:00

11:30 - 12: 15

Norman Jay

12.30 - 14:15

14
15

Campﬁre Space

Mixmaster Morris

14:30 - 16:30

we all come
together
for our finale
<<<<
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*** Please leave site by 6pm. We need to return it as found to the farm by Monday morning ***

Reminders : Leave No Trace
Take children home with you!
Take rubbish home with you!
See you at August Campout!
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Little Chillers on the web…
FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

Open Air Stage

Open Air Stage

Open Air Stage

DJ Steve
Tru Thoughts label
Alice Russell
Neil Cowley

Toby Marks & Andrew Heath
alucidnation
Pan Electric
Matt Black
Laura B
Steve Cobby
The Egg
Tom Middleton
Holotronica

Pete Lawrence
Newanderthal
Norman Jay
Mixmaster Morris

DJ Space
Matt Nearest Faraway Place
alucidnation
DJ Yam
Pressure Drop
Campﬁre Space
Dimitris Kraniotis

Yoga
Wellbeing
Maren Weege
Alison David
Louise Wallis
Emmaline Maxwell

DJ space
DJ Ayvin
Bob Holroyd
Chewy Beatwell
Nettie
Joseph Hyde
DJ Spikey
Nico De Transilvania
Ben Osborne : Noise of Art
Campﬁre Space
Mary Valiakas
Indra Adnan / Alternative UK
Economy for the Common Good

Campﬁre Space
Benita Matofska

Renaissance of Humanity Campﬁre Space
Big things have small beginnings. And you can be there at the start. Campﬁre Convention's regional group, the
Athens beacon, and the social enterprise, Oi Polloi, are holding space for the Renaissance of Humanity and invite
everyone to elevate their thinking and their outlook about what the future holds.
Programmed by Campﬁre steering group member, and social innovation lead, Mary Valiakas, this constitutes the
humble beginnings of an ambitious plan to gather the best minds, and the biggest hearts of our generation – and
invite them to reimagine how society operates in the place where modern civilisation has gone from cradle to
grave: Greece.
The speaker line-up is:
• Benita Matofska, a global leader dedicated to mainstreaming the sharing economy worldwide as the new
socioeconomic paradigm, author of Generation Share, and the pioneer behind Global Sharing Week the annual
celebration of sharing that aims to shift the focus away from what's wrong with the world, to what's right with it.
• Indra Adnan, founder of the Soft Power Network and co-initiator of The Alternative UK, a platform aiming to
reimagine politics in the UK and beyond
• Dimitrios Kraniotis, TedX speaker, cultural ambassador and co-founder of Artk4Art that's building bridges
between Greece and the UK through arts and culture.
• Andy Chapman (Director) and Sandra White (core member and ecopsychologist) from the Economy for the
Common Good, a social movement advocating for an alternative economic model based on wellbeing of people
and the environment.
The rationale behind this speakers' forum? That in this age of crisis, only big ideas can tackle big challenges.
And that global solutions start with the local and the personal. This is why talks, discussions and panels are centred
around the question 'what does it mean to be human today, in a world with over-depleted resources, and a
burgeoning population?'

Healing Area and Yoga
Alison David : Mmmmm - Meditation and Mantra workshop Self Care and Connection. Alison has been a professional singer all
her adult life and has been meditating regularly for 5 years. She is currently ﬁnishing an album called Mmmm - sharing her self
care toolkit which includes funky dancey mantras, comfort songs and guided meditations.
She will show you how to use your voice and hands as healing tools and get everyone singing together. Her techniques are great
for novice meditators because rather than focusing on quietening the mind, they are a call to Presence and body awareness.
Emma Gomez’ unique style of SweThai massage is a blend of Swedish and deep Thai Massage allowing you to completely relax
and unwind, creating a space where you can totally surrender into your own states of bliss. It will both ground and elevate you.
This massage is done on a mat on the ﬂoor and over clothes or towels, it is often referred to as lazy mans’ yoga..
Swe Thai - Foot and hand massage - half hour
Geoﬀ Greentree has been practising and teaching Shiatsu since 1989 and is pleased to have the opportunity to oﬀer one-to-one
sessions here. He was at The Big Chill from the outset at Union Chapel and was involved in all the early Big Chill festivals and
some later events too. He is oﬀering singing bowl sound healing treatments both as an adjunct to Shiatsu and in its own right and
will present a pop-up singing bowl workshop during the weekend. He is looking forward to reunions and meeting new faces too
Louise Wallis Yoga Nidra, a guided full-body meditation easing you into a blissful dreamy state of deep conscious relaxation in
between waking and sleeping.
Emmaline Maxwell A morning ﬂow to make you glow...a playful yet fully rounded yoga class..
Maren Weege is an experienced yoga teacher based in London. She weaves her classes from the multidimensional elements of
the yoga toolbox: movement, posture, breath, sound, guided deep relaxation and meditation. Due to her multilevel approach to
teaching group classes, you will be met where you are regardless of your level of yoga experience. According to her students and
doula clients, Maren exudes a deep sense of calm which she peppers with the invitation to be curious, play and explore.
Timing wise: treatments available from midday to 6pm Friday; 9am to 6pm Saturday; 10am to 4pm Sunday
1 hr treatment £50; 30 mins £30

Old Tree Brewery : Living drinks for living soil
Old Tree began between an ancient woodland and an abandoned industrial estate in Sussex, with shared
experience in forestry and community gardening, combined with a passion for ecology, giving root to its values and
ideology. Inspired by the secrets of ancient fermentation and forest culture, we started as a social enterprise in 2014
to explore ways to use seasonal, botanical drink creation to reconnect people with nature.
Old Tree Brewery is committed to repairing the soil and supporting local communities by composting all our
brewery and event waste, donating the resulting compost to Brighton community gardens. As part of our
commitment to having a positive impact, we are growing edible hedgerows at supportive local farms in order to
keep our ingredients as local as possible while also building spaces for increased biodiversity.
We brew kombucha, apple cider vinegar shrubs, seasonal champagnes, and other live, fermented delights, utilising
local, seasonal ingredients to make the most amazing ﬂavours. We create living drinks for living soil.
Alcoholic drinks (Cider - 6%, Beer 3.8% - 6%)
Dry Cider – our own real Somerset cider £4
Elderﬂower Cider – our own cider with Elderﬂower cordial as a medium sweet option £4.50
Beer (session pale) £4.50
IPA – £5.00
Low alcohol and probiotic drinks (1.2% - 2.4%)
Ginger Beer £3.50
Kombucha £3
Botanical Cocktails (5.8% single)
Ginbucha - Old Tree Kombucha with Brighton Gin and botanicals £7.50
Wild Mojito - fresh mint, rosemary, nettle cordial, elderﬂower cordial and rum £7.50
Soft Drinks
Seasonal Lemonade – special Old Tree homemade lemonade £2.50
Herbal Ice Tea – spring water infused with freshly foraged herbs served in glass jars with ice £2.00
Wine and Prosecco
Details to follow

Old Tree Brewery : Living drinks for living soil

Space + Thyme - Food options
SPACE + THYME is a collaboration of brilliant and passionate chefs, experienced hospitality and events professionals and a
dedicated team of support staﬀ. We make it our mission to create exceptional culinary and event experiences using top quality,
locally sourced ingredients cooked to perfection and complemented with our can-do attitude and service delivered in an authentic
and unpretentious way... and always with a smile!
We also like to do as much as we can to minimise the impact on the environment when delivering our catering and events
services. From using recyclable and compostable food containers at our large outdoor events, to using local suppliers and
implementing a 'nose to tail' policy when preparing our food, you can read more about green credentials here.

Breakfast options (8am-11am) - ranging from £2-4.50

•
•
•
•
•
•

Outdoor-reared bacon bap
Bacon and egg bap
Vegan sausage bap vg
Banana and Strawberry smoothie v
Granola, yoghurt & berry pots
Selection of pastries

Lunch options (12-2.30pm) - ranging from £7-8

•

A range of hot & cold salad boxes and naan wraps with salad options of Asian slaw,
apple and celeriac salad, pearl couscous, mixed leaves and home-made sauces
• Home made falafel v/vg
• Spiced pulled chicken
• Roasted cauliﬂower and smoked carrot v/vg
• BBQ pulled pork
Evening options (6-8.30pm) - £8

•
•
•
•
•

Three bean chilli with steamed rice vg
Slow-cooked beef shin
Vegetable moussaka with mixed leaves salad
Vegetable tagine with couscous vg (possible chicken option too)
BBQ pulled pork bap with apple ketchup, gherkin, slaw and fries

•

Horse box coﬀee bar equipped with commercial coﬀee machine and barista to provide for all coﬀee and hot
drinks requirements

•
•

Filter coﬀee and tea also available from main catering trailer
Both of these units also have drinks fridges for supply of soft drinks, water etc.

Site information
Common Lane, Laughton, East Sussex BN8 6BY
Arrival from midday on Friday 26th July. The event will end at 17:00 on Sunday afternoon.
There will be a range of food for all tastes and diets as well as alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks available.
Live-in vehicles need a separate ticket (one per vehicle) and cars park away from tents. Please go to wristband exchange
on arrival.

Country code
Arrival on site : From midday Friday. You will be directed to short stay parking for box oﬃce check in and wristbands
collection. Please bring ticket conﬁrmation. Wristbands must be worn at all times
Rail : Nearest stations are Lewes (6.6 miles) and Uckﬁeld (5.9 miles). Cabs are usually plentiful at Lewes, for Uckﬁeld try
Bryan 07834 394359 or Steve 07814 240510.
Camping : Once checked in you can park in main weekend car park, close to both main camp area and quiet camping.
Leave space between tents. Keep marked clearways clear for emergency access. Quiet camping is located in lower ﬁeld.
Please respect the needs of others around you.
Fresh Water : Bring reﬁllable bottles, water points are located around campsite area and event ﬁeld.
Bring a fold up chair and a yoga mat (if you like sitting in chairs or do yoga!). Also a torch, cup or tankard, a tent and
sleeping bag, washbag, sunhat, toothbrush etc!
Sun protection : We are expecting the weather to be warm and sunny so please take care to moderate sun exposure and
apply sun cream. Wear a hat! Drink plenty of water.
Food and Drink : See programme. Available from midday Friday. On Sunday bar open til 5pm. Lunch food ends at 3pm.
Toilets : Located around all camp areas and the main event area.
Showers : Located near the box oﬃce. Please use vegetable-based soap to minimise the environmental impact of showers.
Lost children : It’s a small site but any lost children should be reported to stewards and taken to the Campﬁre tent area.
Parents/guardians, write your mobile number on your children’s arm / wristband so we can contact you if they get lost.
The ponds : Near the campsite are out of bounds and not suitable for swimming.
Cash : There are no cash machines on site. Laughton Village Shop, a 10-minute walk away, can provide cash back if
required. There is an ATM in Ringmer. The bar takes cards.
Recording : No unauthorised ﬁlming or recording. All recordings remain the copyright of The Little Chill unless otherwise
authorised.
Dogs and pets Are not allowed on the campsite or in the arena. Please leave them at home or with friends.
Disabilities : If you need assistance ask a steward. There is a disabled toilet available on site.
Please bring your own refuse bags and take away anything you arrive with.
Waste bins : Recycling is detailed on the Leave No Trace page
Love Your Neighbour. : We are located close to neighbours at Laughton Lodge who have kindly supported this event in
their back garden, so please respect the midnight ampliﬁed sound curfew and don’t play sound systems or radios. Do not
cross any fences. You will be encroaching on private property. If you want to take a walk oﬀ-site and enjoy the Sussex
countryside, then please use the main entrance.
Campﬁres : We have an oﬃcial campﬁre in the event ﬁeld. Fires, foil BBQs are not permitted in the camping ﬁeld.
Please use designated cooking areas.
Going home : Mixmaster Morris will close the main stage at 4.30pm on Sunday. We need to clear the site on Sunday
evening. Please leave promptly but carefully after the show ﬁnishes. Drive carefully - we’d like to see you again. x

Leave No Trace!

The Little Chill’s ethos reﬂects the values of Campﬁre Convention, the community
platform with sustainability at its heart.
Going local
By catalysing a return to local initiatives and resources we provide a response to supermarket dominance and the unnatural rhythms
of global capitalism.
In practical terms, The Little Chill will source local enterprises to supply its toilets, recycling bins, stages, bars, and food stalls.
Partners include: Old Tree Brewery Space + Thyme and Long Man Brewery Brighton Sound System, GS Clearance and WC Hire.
Rubbish
We are borrowing a beautiful spot in the Sussex countryside. We will leave it as beautiful as we found it. The Big Chill was one of the
ﬁrst music festivals to commit to ‘leaving no trace’ and The Little Chill will be no diﬀerent.
All drinks will be available in compostable cups (pints or half pints only) – all cups will be collected by Old Tree and composted with
its organic brewery matter to feed local food growing projects. All packaging and containers used will either be reﬁlled or
composted.
Our caterers Space + Thyme have adopted sustainable and compostable packaging to serve your food in. Food trays and burger
boxes are made using plant ﬁbres from waste streams including sugar cane and palm while hot food boxes are made from board
derived from FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) approved sources and are unbleached, which ensures minimal chemical processing.
Space + Thyme also use wooden cutlery, which can be easily composted, and napkins are made from recycled paper.
Cooking oils are sourced from Kent-based supplier Edible Oil Direct. Once used, the oil is returned back to Edible Oil Direct, who turn
this into other products including animal feeds, cosmetics, or biodiesel fuel, which is a cheaper, greener alternative to diesel.
Please use your black bin liner to take home any rubbish that cannot be recycled. There are recycling bins for all food and barrelated waste, including compatible vessels.
Wellbeing
The concept of community provides a safe space where we are able to talk to others, make sense of the world, of rapid change and
realise we're not alone. We shouldn’t underestimate it.
By building meaningful connection to each other and to our groups we build resilience and self-suﬃciency. It empowers us with the
fundamentals of living: how we feed ourselves, source and use energy, and how we share wisdom.
We have made every eﬀort to make sure The Little Chill has as little eﬀect on the environment as possible. However, it is just a small
500-person event and we have limited resources, so will undoubtedly have missed some things. If you have any suggestions on how
we can make our Campﬁre Conventions greener, then please get in touch.

Lest we forget… Some Big Chill quotes from the archives
“Easily the best festival of the summer.” The Observer
“The Big Chill is the only festival in the world to appreciate all kinds of music.” Norman Jay, DJ.
“The Big Chill is as civilised an experience as a music event in a ﬁeld could possibly be.” The Guardian, August 2001
“The ones that started it all.” Future Music
“Tender loving care is everywhere this weekend.” DJ
“The Glyndebourne of music festivals.” The Times
“The Big Chill has proved that a festival can be harmoniously integrated with a naturally beautiful site, and can attract capacity
crowds without advertising by providing diversity and quality.” The Independent
"The Big Chill has proved itself the leader in multi-media entertainment.” ”The Times
“With its beautiful rural setting, the Big Chill now feel likes a smaller, less gruelling version of Glastonbury. The Big Chill is where
dance music went when it grew up.’” The Daily Telegraph
“The festival has developed a strong identity, which is more to do with a state of mind than any genre..” Financial Times

Campﬁre : ‘Help us spark a radical new model for community
social networking’ says founder Pete Lawrence

What if social media didn’t lock us up in online echo chambers, exploit users for their data, wasn’t funded
by advertising or dictated by algorithms and didn’t exist to line shareholder's pockets? What if, instead, it actually
did what it says on the ‘social network’ tin? Help build and strengthen communities? That’s the vision for Campﬁre
Convention, a new kind of conscious social media that works for its members –and seeds new ideas and social
change for the beneﬁt of all.
In the wake of the Facebook / Cambridge Analytica scandal, it’s now clear that the 'surveillance capitalism'
model of social media as an advertising platform is unsustainable, built as it is on monetising data. The full
implications of us choosing a digital advertising platform as our presumed safe space in which to spill all our
most intimate thoughts, hopes, fears and passions are only now being realised. It creates a forum in which the
owners of a gigantic operation rule the social media world - arguably the wider world too - for their own ends
and for shareholder proﬁt.
It was through the Big Chill's ﬂowering that I saw the power in community, and people uniting around a purpose
or common interest. This led me to explore further how communities can make a diﬀerence, so for the last
decade I have been inspired to evolve a new form of social networking.
The new model is all about handing on to the community and shaping a truly modern co-operative that can
pioneer a new model for a community network as we enter post-capitalist era.
Help us share.. together we can get to where we want to be.

Can social media be a force for good? How can humanity truly benefit from this technological revolution? Campfire
Convention is a conscious social network empowering people on- and off-line to connect, spark ideas and catalyse
social change.

Enter Campﬁre Convention. Bridging the divide between on- and oﬀ-line, and giving virtual and face-to-face
interactions equal weighting. Campﬁre's events all over the UK have demonstrated the value of meeting in person,
being in the physical presence of others and feeling their passions, respecting their ideas and viewpoints. We have
developed a core network of quality contributors and are already syndicating the writing of key thinkers and
commentators such as George Monbiot, Daniel Pinchbeck and Kate Raworth. In the real-world space, we are having
inspiring conversations, lighting Beacons around the world, and sparking new projects, from music to activism,
mentorship to collaboration.
Bringing people together has been the common thread through my life's work. Joining the dots, then stepping back
to watch the sparks ﬂy. It’s never been more urgent to ignite synergies around social change and conscious
transformation and here, Campﬁre can play a central role.
Future Directions
Myself and a small team have spent the last four years building the site to the soft launch stage. At a great personal
cost, we’ve succeeded in inspiring a growing team of volunteers, writers and event trailblazers to come together to
build something of value. We’ve started to grow a network of support around us including people like Brian Eno, our
ﬁrst patron. Now, we’re ready to take things to the next level – and push the platform closer to its full potential.
Campﬁre is well placed to play its part as a force for signiﬁcant social change and is supporting the work of
communities such as Extinction Rebellion, We Own It, Building Bridges For Peace, Flatpack Democracy, The
Alternative UK, Sortition Foundation, The Tree Conference, The Coalition of Fun and others.
Campﬁre can be an important model for future directions in community social networking. That's why I can't ignore
the ﬁre in the belly that drives many of us to make this work for everyone so we can develop new frameworks and
community connections that help speed up this transition that is already in progress.
Campﬁre isn't a service, it's a community initiative, which focuses on building something that we can all beneﬁt from
rather than 'what's in it for me’.
About Campﬁre
Support us : our Membership model

Roll the credits
Festival manager : Andie Brazewell
People management : Gale Vincent
Our man on the ground : Steve Hoare
Technical coordination : Jonny Goodwillie
Artist Liaison : Pepps Pepper
Stewards coordination : Andrew Cleal
Campﬁre ‘Renaissance of Humanity’ space : Mary Valiakas
Healing : Yeelin Parford, Emma Gomez
Bars : Old Tree
Catering : Space and Thyme
Press outreach : Celeste Neill
Flyering : Chewy, David, Steve, Swat
Thanks to all at Laughton Lodge and Averys Oak Farm
Little Chill concept : Pete Lawrence / Norman Jay

Respect to Katrina Larkin for timeless inspiration and
wishing her a Happy Birthday x

The Little Chill 2019, Sussex South Downs, BN8 6BY
A fundraiser for

social network

